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Abstract; This paper reports on the development of compact and remarkably general algorithms for the manipulation 
of multivariate power series. The problem of efficiently storing the coefficients of such series is solved in a way which 
admits weighted truncation and yields simple algorithms for (i) algebraic operations, (ii) composition of special 
functions with power series and (iii) composition and reversion of multivariate power series. The algorithms, which are 
expressed in a form that can readily be translated into any standard computer language, can manipulate power series 
in an arbitrary number of variables while retaining all terms up to an arbitrary weighted order with respect to an 
arbitrary set of weights. The size of the power series which can be manipulated is limited only by memory capacity. For 
most purposes, a conventional microcomputer is adequate. 
Keywords: Multivariate power series, algorithms, power series manipulation. 
1. Introduction 
The automation of the methods derived in the preceding paper [l]’ for the manipulation of 
multivariate power series is discussed here in detail. This problem has already been considered by 
the author in the case of power series in three variables which are truncated using the usual 
prescription [2]. When generalised to incorporate weighted truncation, the nested looping 
structures developed in [2] were found to be inefficient due to the inherent computational 
overheads. Furthermore, separate routines were required for operations with power series in two 
variables, three variables, etc., since the depth of the nested loops increases with the number of 
variables. It is shown here that the automation of the determination of a product of two power 
series can be achieved in the form of a routine which is only two loops deep. This same routine is 
valid for power series in an arbitrary number of variables which are truncated at the same 
arbitrary weighted order with respect to the same arbitrary set of weights. The automation of the 
other operations discussed in [l], is also achieved in the form of similar routines which are 
equally general. 
To express the equations derived in [l] in a form which may be executed by a machine using 
any of the existing high-level scientific computing languages (viz. FORTRAN, PASCAL, etc.) it 
is first necessary to develop an efficient means to store the coefficients of multivariate power 
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series. In the notation of [l], which is adopted throughout this paper, each power series is 
truncated so that the coefficients, say f,, of f(x) = C,frxr (where x represents x,, x2,. . . , xn) are 
retained only if w. r < M for some M and w. If an n-dimensional array were used to store these 
coefficients in the obvious fashion, it can be seen that only a fraction of the order of (n !)-I of 
this array would be used. ’ To avoid this wastage of machine memory, it is necessary to devise a 
procedure for ordering the coefficients so that they can be stored in a one dimensional array; that 
is, to determine an addressing function A(r) such that coefficient f, can be stored efficiently with 
address A(r). In what follows, the same kernel symbol will be used to represent a function, say 
f(x), the coefficients of the expansion of the function, i.e. f,, and the array used to store these 
coefficients, f [ A( r)]. The determination of A(r) is the subject of Section 2. 
By inspection ?f the equations derived in [l], it is clear that the methods for the execution of 
all the operations are closely related to the method for determining a product. The efficient 
automation of a product is therefore of central importance. Consider the determination of the 
coefficients of h(x) which is specified by 
h(x) =f(x)gW (1 *I> 
where the coefficients of f(x) and g(x) are known to weighted order M with respect to the 
weights w. The required coefficients are given by 
(1.2) 
and it is the automation of (1.2) which is fundamental. The process represented by (1.2) can be 
executed by looping over r from order 0 to order M (here, and in what follows, the term order is 
used as shorthand for weighted order) and, for each r, determining the required sum by looping 
over s such that si 6 r, for i = 1, 2,. . . , n. Such a routine, however, is unnecessarily complex. It is 
more straightforward to implement (1.2) by first looping over r from order 0 to order M, then 
looping over s from order 0 to order M - w. r and, inside the innermost loop, adding f,g,Y to the 
present value of h,,, . Initially, of course, all the h’s are set to zero. This routine can be 
represented as follows: 
loop r from w-r=0 to w.r= M 
h,=O 
next r 
loop r from w*r=O to w.r= M 
loopsfromw.s=Otow.s=M-w.r 
add f,s, to h,+, 
next s 
next r. (1.3) 
On execution of (1.3), all the required coefficients of h(x) are known. 
In Section 2, the coefficients of a power series are ordered such that all the coefficients of 
weighted order N appear before the coefficients of weighted order N + 1. In view of the form of 
the loops in (1.3), this is clearly advantageous since the looping over r and s can be implemented 
in the form of simple loops over single parameters. If T(N) is defined to be the number of terms 
’ This result is a consequence of (3.4) and, in the case of uniform weighting, is demonstrated in (2.14). 
; ‘, 
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of order less than or equal to N, and W(1) is defined to be the weighted order of the term which 
has address I, (1.3) can now be written as 
loop I from 1 to T(M) 
h(Z) = 0 
next 1 
loop 1 from 1 to T(M) 
loop J from 1 to T[M - W(Z)] 
add f(r) * g( J> to WfV, J)l 
next J 
next I. (1.4) 
Considering that it is valid to arbitrary orders and for arbitrary numbers of variables, this is a 
surprisingly simple routine which unlike (1.3) is easily expressed in any scientific computer 
language. The complexity of the procedure is effectively hidden in the function X( I, J) which is 
defined to be the address of the term with indices r + s where r and s correspond to addresses I 
and J, respectively. That is, X(1, J) satisfies 
LX-[/4(&4(s)] =LI(r+s). (1.5) 
This entity X( I, J) can be used in the implementation of all the operations discussed in [1] and 
is therefore computed only once and stored in an array. Section 3 is devoted to the computation 
of X(1, J). 
Using the results of Sections 2 and 3, the automation of some typical, simple operations is 
considered in Section 4. The final section concerns the automation of methods for performing 
composition and reversion of power series. Some of the algorithms are discussed in more detail in 
the appendices. These detailed discussions are included so that the conversion of these routines 
into specific computer programs becomes straightforward. For generality, the formalism intro- 
duced in (1.4) is used in the representation of all the algorithms presented in the following 
sections. This allows the use of the same symbols (h, Y, f, etc.) to be used in the algorithms as 
in the text and the ‘add x to y’ statement gives considerable savings. 
2. Ordering of the coefficients for storage 
As indicated in Section 1, it is useful to arrange the coefficients according to increasing order. 
To this end, define R,, i = 1, 2,. . . , n in terms of the weights for truncation, i.e. W, and the 
indices of the coefficients, i.e. r, by 
n+1--i 
R, = 1 w/r/. (2.1) 
j=l 
That is, R, is just the weighted order of the term f,x’ and R, = R, - w,r,, etc. The coefficients 
can now be arranged according to increasing R,, and for those of equal R,, according to 
increasing R 2, and for those of equal R, and R, according to increasing R,, etc. This 
arrangement has the property that all coefficients of a given order, say N, appear before those of 
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order N + 1. It follows from (2.1) that given R, it is possible to determine r by using 
r; = (&+1-i - L-J/% 
for i = 2, 3,. . . , n and 
(2.2) 
r1 = R./w,. (2.3) 
To obtain an expression for the resulting addressing function, A(r), one can proceed by 
defining(i) D,(J, K) for i = 2, 3 ,..., n where J < K + 1, to be the number of coefficients with 
fixed R,,R, ,..., R,_, and with R,_l = K and R; < J and (ii) D(J) to be the number of 
coefficients with R, < J. From these definitions, it follows that the addressing function is given 
bY 
A(r) = D(R,) + 
1 
k D,(R,, R;_l) + 1. 
1 
(2.4) 
i=2 
(The 1 is added to the right hand side of (2.4) so that the addresses start at 1 rather than 0. If it is 
not required, this feature can be deleted easily from the routines of the following sections.) 
The addressing problem is now reduced to the determination of the D’s, which can be 
calculated recursively: It is clear that 
J-l 
D(J)= c D&-t 1, 1). (2.5) 
I=0 
Furthermore, since Di( J, K) is the number of coefficients with RIpI = K and with 0 $ R, < J, it 
follows (using the result that R, = R,_, - CW,,+~_-,, for some positive integer c) that 
IwH;,+2--rl 
D;(J, K)= c D,+,(K- cwn+zpI + 1, K- cw,+z_,), (24 
c= [(K-J+lVw,,+,s,] 
for i = 2, 3,. . . , n - 1. In (2.6), 1x1 (respectively, [xl) re p resents the largest (smallest) integer less 
than (greater than) or equal to x. This recursive process is initiated by an explicit expression for 
D,,. By definition, D,,( J, K) is equal to the number of coefficients with fixed r,, r,, . . . , rn and 
where kiwi + r2w2 = K and r,wi < J. If G is defined to be the greatest common divisor of w, and 
w2 and K is not a multiple of G then clearly D,,( J, K) is zero for all possible J. On the other 
hand, if K is a multiple of G, D,,( J, K) can be expressed simply in terms of any two integers say 
si and s2 which satisfy slwl + s2wz = G since it follows that rl and r, can be written as 
(r,, rz) = [K(s,, ~2) +b(w,> -wi)]/G (2.7) 
for some integer b. Using (2.7) in conjunction with the condition that 0 < riw, < J - 1, it can now 
be seen that D,( J, K ) is given by 
(0 if Kmod G # 0, 
D,(J, K)= (J-l)G-Ks,w, 
WlW2 
]-[-w::]+l, otherwise. w3) 
Beginning with (2.8) and using (2.6) and (2.5), it is possible to evaluate the required D’s which 
can be stored for use by the routines of Sections 3-5. Appendix A incorporates an explicit 
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routine for computing these D’s which is valid for an arbitrary number of variables, an arbitrary 
set of weights and proceeds to an arbitrary weighted order. 
It is remarked in passing that si and s2 which appear in (2.7) are not unique since 
si = si + t( wJG) and S; = s2 - t( w,/G) are also suitable candidates. It is clear from (2.Q 
however, that only s1 modulo (w,/G) is required, hence this ambiguity is immaterial. In this 
context, it is adequate to determine si using a systematic search (which is guaranteed to 
terminate in less than wJG trials). 
Notice that for the usual prescription for truncation, w = 1 and (sir s2) can be taken to be (0, 
1). Under these conditions, 
above process, there comes 
D,,(J, K)=J, 
Q_,( J, K) = 
the addressing function can be determined explicitly since, using the 
(2.9) 
f (K-C+l)=JJ;I), (2.10) 
C=K-J+l i - / 
Q&J, K)= f .,+2)= (Ji’j, . ..) 
C=K-J+I 
D,(J, K,=(?+;), . . . . ’ 
D,(J, K)= (J;r;2). 
and finally 
D(J)=tJ+n”-‘). 
These results follow from the fact that 
?J;)i”:i;1). 
Consequently, in this case, (2.4) becomes 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
3. Determination of X(1, J) 
This section concerns the determination of the function .X( I, J) which satisfies (1.5) where 
A(r) is given by (2.4). A first approximation to &‘-(I, J) can be found using (2.8) (2.6) and (2.5) 
to find an approximation for D(J) and, by definition, it follows that 
-x(1, J) = D[ D-‘(Z) + D-‘( J)]. (3.1) 
Since (i) D(J) is independent of the ordering of the weights and (ii) without loss of generality 
(in terms of the truncation) the weights can be chosen such that their greatest common divisor is 
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unity. It can be assumed for these purposes that w1 and We are relatively prime. For large K, 
under these conditions (2.8) yields 
D,(K+ 1, K)= K/w,w,. (3.2) 
Using (2.6) there comes 
D,(K+l, K)=K”+‘-‘/[(n+l-i)!w,w,...w,+_,], _ (3.3) 
for i = 2,3,. . . , n - 1, and finally (2.5) gives 
D(J)-J”/(n!w,w*...w,) (3.4) 
which is valid for large J (i.e. J B wl,wz,. . . , w,,). When combined with (3.1) this expression for 
D(J) gives rise to 
_%?(I, J) = (I1’n + J1’n)“. (3.5) 
It is interesting to notice that it is only the number of variables, i.e. n, and not the weights which 
determines the approximate form of X( I, J). 
It is instructive to consider some simple special cases. For n = 1, the expression given in (3.5) 
is, in fact, exact (depending on the address of the zeroth order coefficient). For n = 2 and ( wl, 
w2) = (1, l), one can proceed as follows: To begin, since (2.16) becomes 
A(r)= R,:l i I +R,+1, (3 4 
it follows that the order, say Z(1), of the term with address I satisfies 
(Z;l)<I<(Z;‘). 
Consequently, Z is the largest integer that satisfies 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
and this quadratic expression can be solved for Z: 
z(I)=~~((&1-7)1’2-1)]. 
If S is related to s in the same fashion that R is related to r, then 
(3.9) 
A(r+s)= ! R, + s, + 1 i +R,+S,+l 
i:IR’;Z11+R2+l~+~~‘~~i)iy+l~+~l~l-l. (3.10) 
From the definition of .X( I, J), and using (3.10), there comes 
X(1, J)=r+J+z(z)*Z(J)-1. (3.11) 
Notice that for large I and J, (3.11) is asymptotically equal to (3.5) with n = 2. 
For general n and w, the determination of an explicit expression for S? (I, J) appears to be an 
impossible task. In this context, however, a recursive algorithm is sufficient. A general algorithm 
can be found to compute the inverse map of A(r) which consists of a set of functions, written as 
Z,(J), which have the property that if J = A(r), 
Ri=Z,(J) (3.12) 
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for i= 1, 2,..., it. (The vector r is simply obtained from R by using (2.2) and (2.3).) When these 
functions are known, it follows that Y is given by 
n 
X(L J>=NZ,V>+Z,(J)] + Co,[Z,(r>+z,(J),z,~,(I>+z,_,(J)] +1.(3.13) 
1=2 
A simple algorithm can be devised to compute these functions Z,(J). By inspection of (2.4), it 
is clear that Z,(J) satisfies 
D[Z,(J>] <J<D[z,(J>+I] (3.14) 
and, since D(J) is known, this property can be used to determined Z,(J). Subsequently, it is 
clear that 
NZ*(JLZ,V)l <J- mxol G 4P,v) + LuJ)l (3.15) 
and Z,(J) is uniquely specified by this inequality. In general, given Z,(J), Z,(J), . . . , Z,_,(J), 
it is possible to determine Z,(J) for i -C n by using 
i-l 
~,P;(JLZ;-l(J)1 <J-wQJ>] - c q[z,(J),z,_I(J)] 
J=2 
~~,[z,(J>+l,z;_,(J>]. 
Finally, Z, ( J) satisfies 
i 
n-l 
Q[Z,(J) + LZ,-i(J)] = J- Dk(J>l + c +/(J)&(J)] . 
1 j=2 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Using these results, i.e. (3.14)-(3.17), it is possible to devise a simple algorithm for the 
determination of Z,(J). Given Z,(J), the computation of X(1, J) using (3.13) is straightfor- 
ward. 
In Appendix A, a routine is devised which takes as input: n (the number of variables), wi, 
wz,..., w, (the weights for truncation) and M (the maximum order to be retained). The routine 
uses the techniques described here to compute all the D ‘s, Z’s and K’s which are required for 
the procedures of Sections 4 and 5. Notice that .Y( I, J) is symmetric in its arguments [i.e. ,X( I, 
J) =.X( J, I)]. Furthermore, since each power series is truncated at order M, X( I, 1) is 
required only when 
Z,(I>+z,(J>,<M. (3.18) 
Consequently, it is proposed in Appendix A that .X( I, J) be stored in a one dimensional array 
which is addressed by AK(I) + J where it is assumed that J >, I. When related to the amount of 
storage required by a two dimensional array, this method gives a reduction by a factor ’ of 
roughly 2(2n)!/(n!)’ which for n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 is equal to 4, 12, 40, 140 and 504, 
respectively. Although the restriction J > I makes the routines of Sections 4 and 5 more difficult 
to construct, it will be seen that the resulting routines can be arranged to have less computational 
overheads. 
* This result, which is valid for M > w,, wz, . , wn, can be obtained as follows: if T terms are to be retained in each 
power series, a two dimensional array for the storage of &(I, J) would require T2 elements. Using (3.5) the 
number of points on the (I, J)-plane which satisfy .I%?( I, J) < T is approximately given by &‘(T’/” - f’/“)“dZ 
which is just T2(n!)2/(2n)! The final factor of 2 is a consequence of the symmetry. 
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4. Simple operations with power series 
This section contains several demonstrations of the manner in which the addressing functions 
defined in Sections 2 and 3 can be applied to perform elementary operations with power series. 
The routine developed in Section 1 for the determination of the coefficients of the product 
h(x) =f( x)g( x) can now be written as 
loop I from 1 to D( M + 1) 
h(I)=0 
next I 
loop I from 1 to D( M + 1) 
loop J from 1 to D[M- Z,(1) + l] 
add f(l)* g( J> to WW J>l 
next J 
next I. (4.1) 
However, the reference to array Y in (4.1) does not use the form specified in Section 3. That is, 
it is necessary to ensure that J > I and then the required address can be found in X [ AK( I) + J]. 
Although it is possible to incorporate this property by using a conditional statement, it is more 
efficient to restructure the loops so that J is necessarily greater than 1. From the symmetry of 
.X(1, J), it follows that f(1)g( J) and f( J)g(I) contribute to the same element of h. If this 
observation is taken into account, it is possible to modify the structure of (4.1) so that all terms 
are still included and yet J remains greater than 1. The resulting routine takes the following 
form: 
loop I from 1 to D( M + 1) 
h(I) = 0 
next I 
loop I from 1 to D( M/2 + 1) 
add f(I)*g(I) to h{T[AK(I)+I]} 
loop J from I + 1 to D( M - Z,(I) + 1) 
add f(O*g(J)+f(J)*g(I) to h{~[AK(~)+JlI 
next J 
next I. (4.2) 
This simple routine is remarkably powerful as it can compute the product of two power series in 
an arbitrary number of variables, truncated at an arbitrary order with respect to an arbitrary set 
of weights. 
It is assumed in (4.2) and all subsequent routines that (i) the contents of a loop will not be 
executed if the initial value of the looping parameter is greater than the final value and (ii) the 
reference to D( M/2 + 1) is equivalent to D(L) where L = [+M] + 1. 
The routine for performing quotients is more complicated. However, it is worth considering in 
detail since the routines for the determination of special functions of power series possess very 
similar structures. In general, these routines involve the determination of all of the coefficients at 
a particular order before 
f(x)/g(x), it follows that 
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proceeding to the next order. For a quotient of the form h(x) = 
(4.3) 
where the summation over s is limited by s f 0. In this case, it is necessary to determine the 
coefficients of the product h( x)g( x) at a given order, say N, before proceeding to order N + 1. 
One routine which determines the required coefficients of order N, and stores the result in array 
p (which is assumed to be set to zero) can be written as 
loop Z from 1 to D( N + 1) 
loop J from D[ N - Z,(1)] + 1 to D[ N - Z,(I) + l] 
add h(l) * g(J) to p[y(I, J)l 
next J 
next I. (4.4) 
As with (4.1), however, this routine must be altered so that the reference to the array .X is of the 
required form. During this process, two different cases emerge: 
(i) 22,(I) = N, and 
(ii) 2Z,( I) f N. 
To save storage, the terms of order N from the product of h and g which appears in (4.3) (where 
s # 0) can be stored temporarily in locations for the storage of the terms of h of order N since, at 
this stage, these coefficients are unknown. In fact, the term corresponding to s = r in the sum in 
(4.3) can be stored in the array for h at the outset. The resulting routine for implementing (4.3) 
(which includes a modified version of (4.4) embedded within a loop over the order, N) takes the 
form 
h(I) =f(I)/g(I) 
loop I from 2 to D( M + 1) 
h(Z) = g(Z) * h(I) 
next Z 
loop N from 1 to M 
loop I from 2 to D (N/2 + 1) 
if [2* Z,(Z) # N] go to label A 
add h(Z)*g(Z) to h{T[AK(Z)+Z]} 
loop J from Z+ 1 to D[N-Z,(Z)+13 
add h(Z)*g(J)+h(J)*g(Z) to h{2[AK(Z)+J]} 
next J 
go to label B 
label A loop J from D[N- Z,(Z)] + 1 to D[N- Z,(Z) + l] 
add h(Z)*g(J)+h(J)*g(Z) to h{X[AK(Z)+J]} 
next J 
label B next Z 
loop Z from D(N) + 1 to D( N + 1) 
h(Z) = [f(Z) - h(Z)l/g(I) 
next Z 
next N. (45) 
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Finally, consider the example of the determination of special functions of power series. In 
most such cases, the process of determining all terms of a given order will be central to the 
routines. For example, consider the determination of h(x) = sin[ f( x)] and g(x) = cos[ f( x)] 
using the method derived in [l]. This method uses the results that 
h*(x) = s(x)f*(x) (4.6) 
and 
g*(x) = -h(x)f*(x). (4.7) 
The procedure for solving these equations (which is described in [l]) gives rise to an algorithm 
which closely resembles the quotient routine. An explicit algorithm for the solution of (4.6) and 
(4.7) is given in Appendix B. The development of routines for the determination of other special 
functions of multivariate power-series closely follows the approach adopted here and merits no 
further discussion. 
5. Composition and reversion 
The automation of procedures for performing power series composition and reversion is now 
considered. The method and notation of [l] are again adopted in this section. If the power series 
for f( X, y) is written as 
fk Y> = c c [ JJX;!] -iapxrY" 
ar i 
(5.1) 
then the coefficients of F(X) = f( X, y(x)) up to weighted order M with respect to the weights w 
were found to be given by 
In this case, M “, :’ Y, is determined using a procedure of the form 
input y,,,, j= 1, 2 ,..., m and w-r< M 
loop N from u,,, to M 
generate Na 
generate NY 
next N. (5.3) 
In the case of reversion, the coefficients of y(x) are not given but must be determined by using 
Y,.,=CCqNyP-S (5.4) 
Q s 
where j = 1, 2,. . _ , m and w. r = N + 1. For this case, the procedure takes the form 
yj., = <j, j = 1, 2, . _ . , m and w . e = u,,,~~ 
loop N from u,,,;,, to M - 1 
generate Na 
generate NY 
determine yj.,, j= 1, 2 ,..., m and w*r= N-t 1 
next N. (5.5) 
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In both (5.3) and (5.5) Nu is generated by using 
(5.6) 
j s 
where w. r = N(1 . a) and w 1 s = N. This process can be set in motion by setting “u:” equal to J,,~ 
where w. r = N. Similarly, NY is generated by using 
(5.7) 
/3 s 
where 2,. a d w. r G N( 1 . a) and w. s = N( 1 . /3). It follows from the definitions of Nu and NY 
that N Yp = “u,!! where w. r = N(1 . a) and, when N = u,;“, this result is used to initialise the 
generation of the Y ‘s. 
The automation of these methods is considered here in four parts: 
(1) the storage of N Yp, “UT and JJ?r, 
(2) the automation of (5.6) 
(3) the automation of (5.7) and 
(4) the automation of (5.2) and (5.4). The resulting algorithms are never more than five loops 
deep and, despite their short length, possess striking versatility in that they perform composition 
and reversion of power series in an arbitrary number of variables. 
5. I. Storage 
As with the simple operations on power series, the first step towards automation is the 
determination of an efficient means for storing all relevant quantities. Since by definition 
Nu” = NYra for w. r = N(l . a), the Nu’s can be stored in the array for the NY ‘s. Another r 
important observation is that it is possible to store “q” in the same location as N-‘r provided 
that the operations of (5.7) are performed in an appropriate order. Much of the problem of 
storage is therefore solved upon the determination of a method for the storage of YPa where 
v*a< w-r<M. 
Applying the techniques of Section 2, y can be reduced to a two-indexed entity Y: by using 
the weights 1 and w to convert a and r into I and J, respectively. The entities D, Z,, X and 
AK which arise during these two operations will be written as D,, Z,, Xi and AK,, and D,., 
Z,, zW and AK,,,, respectively. Y: can be arranged according to increasing I then J and stored 
in a one dimensional array. That is, an address of the form A Y(I) + J is sought. To this end, 
introduce I’( 1) which is defined by 
i 
m-1 
V(I)= c uJ[z,(~)-z,+,(~)] +%2m(0 
j=1 : 
(5 .g> 
Here, Z,(I) is appropriate for power series in m variables, truncated using weights 1. This 
quantity, V(1), can be interpreted as follows: if, using weights 1, a is the index vector which 
corresponds to address 1 then V( 1) = v. a. Since Y: is required only when I’( 1) G Z,,(J) G M, it 
follows that AY(I) is given by 
I-1 
AY(l)= c {D,(M+l)-D,[min(V(K), M+l)]}-D,,[min(V(I), M+I)]. 
K=2 
(5.9) 
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(Notice that no storage is allocated to &’ as these are all zero except for Y,‘, i.e. Y:, which is 
equal to unity. Any terms involving YOo will be dealt with separately.) 
It follows from the definition of umin that V(Z) > u,,,~“Z,( I). Consequently, the arrays for A Y 
and I/ need be of length I, where 1, = D,( M/u,,,~, + 1) which can be written as (see Section 2) 
In turn, the array for the Y’s needs to be of length I,, where 
I,=AY(I,)+D,.(M+l) 
(5.10) 
= C {Dw,(M+ l)rD,,[min(V(K), M+ l)]}. 
K=2 
(5.11) 
Similarly, 9: can be converted into the two-indexed entity gj (just as for Y,U) and. , since 
these coefficients are required only when V( 1) + Z,,(J) < M, 9; can be stored in a one 
dimensional array addressed by AR(I) + J where 
I-1 
AR(Z)= c D,[M- min(V(K), M+l)+l]. (5.12) 
K=l 
The array AR should be of length 1, and the length of the array for the %“s is given by 
AR(f, + 1). In some cases, the form of f(x, y) may mean that many of the coefficients 9%‘: are 
zero. (For example, f may be independent of some, or all, of the x ‘s.) Under these conditions, 
the development of an especially tailored storage procedure (hence new routines in place of those 
in section 5.4) may be worthwhile. 
5.2. Generation qf No 
Given the coefficients of y(x) of order N (with respect to w), it is possible to determine Nu. 
Assuming that y,,, is stored in Y~J where w. r = N, and using the fact that “IJ,! is stored in Yra, 
(5.6) can be written as 
rp=(l+‘~~y,‘~Y~;‘J (5.13) 
J .F 
where w. Y = N(l . a) G 44, 1 <j G m and WV. s = N. Paralleling the methods adopted for the 
determination of products, quotients, etc., (5.13) can be implemented by looping over cy, r, j and 
s and performing the instruction 
add - YraI’vc~ to Yp,‘!. (5.14) 
Inside the loops over a and r (but before entering any subsequent loops), Yp is divided by 1 . a. 
This process can be implemented using a fixed number of loops by, in the usual fashion, 
identifying a with I, r with J, E, with K and s with L. The advantage of the storage procedure 
devised in section 5.1 can now be appreciated since (5.14) takes the form 
add - Y: Y,” to Ygli: Fj’. (5.15) 
The right hand member of (5.15) is addressed by AY[y,(I, K)] +Xw(J, L) and since X, 
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appears only in this form, it is replaced by KY where 
KY(I, K)=AY[&(Z, K)] 
The routine described here is of the following form: 
(5.16) 
loop I from 2 to Dr( M/N + 1) 
if [V(I) > N * Z,(I)] go to label C 
loop J from D,[N* Z,(I)] + 1 to D,.[N * Z,(Z) + 11 
Y[AY(l)+J]= Y[AY(I)+J]/Z,(I) 
if[N*Z,(J)>M-N]gotolabelB 
loop K from 2 to m + 1 
if [V(K)> N] go to label A 
loop L from D,.(N) + 1 to D,.( N + 1) 
add Y[AY(I)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L] 
to Y[KY( I, K) +.X,( J, L)] 
next L 
label A next K 
label B next J 
label C next I. (5. 7) 
Notice that, on account of (5.9), it is always necessary to verify that V(1) < ZW( J) before refering 
to Y[A Y(I) + J]. This routine, i.e. (5.17), must be modified, however, since KY( I, K) and 
_I%?~,( J, L) are only available when I < K and J < L, respectively. These elements are then found 
in KY[AK,( Z) + K] and X,,,[AK,( J) + L]. The modified routine is discussed in Appendix C. 
5.3. Generation of N Y 
Given N-rY and Nu, it is possible to determine NY by using (5.7) which now takes the form 
Nya=CCNySN-lyd 
r 
Ps S 
r--s (5.18) 
where v.a<w.r~min[N(l.a),M], N(l.P)= W-S and u.(a-/3)<w.(r-s)<(N-1)1. 
((Y - 8). “Yp is overwritten into the location for the storage of NP1 Yp. As before, this sum can be 
determined by looping over (Y, r, B and s and performing the instruction 
add N-lr “qfi to “yp++sfl. (5.19) 
The loops must be structured so that no element of N-‘Y is overwritten until it is no longer 
needed. This can be realised by looping over (Y according to decreasing 1 . a. Notice that (i) the 
initialisation of this process (described after (5.7)) is automatic since Nu is stored in NY, (ii) 
setting /3 = 0 in (5.19) there comes ‘add N-lYPa to NY!’ (since “YO’ = 1 and, as previously stated, 
this term must be dealt with separately) and, as a consequence of the storage procedure, this 
contribution is also automatic and (iii) if there are no terms of order N - 1, i.e. D,.( N - 1) = 
D,,(N), then N-lY is equal to N-2 Y. As a consequence of (iii), whenever N - 1 has appeared in 
this section (i.e. 5.3), it can be replaced by NP which is defined to be the largest integer less than 
N such that D,,( NP) f D,( NP + 1). 
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Once again, identifying (Y with I, r with J, p with K and s with L, the routine described 
above takes the form 
if [N = urnin] skip this section 
loop I from D, [(M - N)/umi, + 11 down to 2 
A =min[NP*Z,(I), M-N] 
if [V(I) > A] go to label B 
loop J from D,.[ V( I)] + 1 to D,.( A + 1) 
loop K from 2 to D,{[M - Z,( J)]/N + l} 
if [V(K)>N*Z,(K)]gotolabelA 
loop L from D,,[N*Z,(K)]+l to D,,[N*Z,(K)+l] 
add Y[AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L] to Y[KY(I, K)+-X,,(J, L)] 
next L 
label A next K 
next J 
label B next I. (5.20) 
A modified version of this routine (which refers to KY and %,,, in the required fashion) also 
appears in Appendix C. 
5.4. Solving for the required coefficients 
In the case of substitution, given My all the required coefficients, i.e. F, where w. r < M, are 
easily determined by using (5.2). The by now familiar process involves loops over I, J and L and 
performing the operation 
add Y/A?; to Fx CJ Lj ” . (5.21) 
where V(I) < Z,,(J) and Z,(J) + Z,,(L) d M. This process is begun by accounting for the fact 
that Yz = 1 by setting FL =.%‘L for L = 1, 2,..., D,( M + 1). This routine is discussed in 
Appendix D. 
On the other hand, for reversion, the required coefficients from the series for y(x) must be 
determined at each order by using (5.4). In the usual fashion, this is executed by looping over j, 
1, J and L and performing the instruction 
add r:‘, :. to Y,.-r,.(J. L)' (5.22) 
Here the looping structure is arranged so that V( 1) G Z,(J) and Z,,(J) + Z,,(L) = N + 1. An 
explicit routine for the determination of Y,,~ is given also in Appendix D. 
6. Concluding remarks 
The routines developed here are remarkably general and should be of value in a wide variety of 
applications. They can easily be translated into any standard scientific computer language and 
implemented even on microcomputers. The size of the power series which can be manipulated is 
limited only by the storage requirements. 
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Appendix A 
The computation of the entities D, Z and X, discussed in Sections 2 and 3, are considered 
here in detail. The routines derived here can be collected into a subroutine which sets up all the 
addressing arrays required by the routines for power series manipulation. This subroutine takes 
the following parameters as input: n (the number of variables), w,, w2,. _. , wn (the weights for 
truncation) and M (the maximum weighted order to be retained). It is assumed that these 
quantities are all strictly positive integers and that n >, 2. (For n = 1, these addressing arrays 
become trivial.) Notice that in terms of the truncation of the power series, nothing is changed if 
all the weights and the maximum order are multiplied by the same arbitrary integer. Conse- 
quently, it is appropriate at the outset to divide all the weights by H where H = GCD( w,, u’*, . . . , 
w, ) and replace M by 1 M/H] since although this does not alter the set of coefficients which are 
retained, it optimises the storage of the addressing arrays such as D,( J, K). In the following 
routines it is also assumed that all quantities are integers and that the instruction I = J/L sets I 
equal to the integral part of J/L. 
To begin, consider the computation of D(J) where J < M + 1 and D, ( J, K) where J < K + 1 
d M + 1 and i = 2, 3,. . . , n, using (24, (2.6) and (2.5). On account of the condition J < K + 1, 
the two indices J and K of D, are converted into a single address of the form A D( K + 1) + J 
where it is easily seen that AD( K + 1) is given by 
AD(K+l)= Kz2. 
t 1 
(Al) 
The array AD is addressed bv K + 1 so that all addresses start from 1. Similarly, D(J) should be 
stored in an array which is addressed by J + 1. To avoid the introduction of redundant notation, 
however, these three arrays will be referred to simply as D,[AD( K + 1) + J], AD( K + 1) and 
D(J). (In an actual program, these entities would appear as NAME1 [i - 1, NAME2( K + 1) + J], 
NAME2( K + 1) and NAME3( J + 1) where these arrays are of dimension (n - 1) x (M:‘), M + 2 
and M + 2, respectively.) 
It is elementary to determine the quantities G and s1 used in the determination of D,( J, K). 
In the following, it is assumed that si has been chosen to lie in the interval (-w/G, 01. 
Subsequently, AD and D, can be determined [using (2.8) and (Al)] as follows: 
AD(l) = 1 
loopKfrom1toM+1 
AD(K+l)=AD(K)+K+l 
next K 
loop K from1 toAD(M+2)-1 
D,(K) = 0 
next K 
loop K from 0 to M step G 
1=1-(w2-1-K*.rSI)/wZ 
L=AD(K+l) 
loop J from 1 to K + 1 
D,(L+J)=I+((J-l)*G-K*s,*w,)/(w,*w,) 
next J 
next K. (A-2) 
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Using (2.6), a routine for subsequently generating D,( J, K), i = 2, 3,. . . , n - 1 takes the form 
loop i from n - 1 down to 2 
loop K from 0 to M 
D,[AD(K+l)]=O 
A = (K + Yl+2-r)/W,+2-r 
loopJfrom1 toK+l 
B=A 
A = (K+ w,,+2-, - J)/wn+2-_r 
C=AD(K+l)+J 
Dj(C) = D,(C - 1) 
if [A f B] add D,+,[AD(J + 1) - l] to Oi(C) 
next J 
next K 
next i. (A3) 
This routine uses the result that Oi( Z + 1, I) can be addressed by AD( Z + 2) - 1. Finally, it is 
trivial to generate D(J) according to (2.5) by using 
D(0) = 0 
loop J from 1 to M + 1 
D(J)=D(J-l)+D,[AD(J+l)-l] 
next J. (A4) 
Given this simple routine for generating all the D ‘s, it is now possible to generate 2, ( j) using 
the approach described by (3.14)-(3.17). (In practice, Z,(J) is stored in a two dimensional array 
of size n X D( M + 1)) This procedure can be implemented in the form of the following routine: 
R,, R,,. .., R, = 0 
loop J from 1 to D( M + 1) 
K=J 
if [K G D( R, + l)] go to label B 
label A add 1 to R, 
if [K > D( R, + l)] go to label A 
R,, R3,..., R, = 0 
label B Z,(J)=R, 
K=K-D(R,) 
loop i from 2 to n 
if {K 6 D,[AD( R,_, + 1) + R, + 11) go to label D 
label C add 1 to R, 
if {K> D,[AD( R,_, + 1) + Rj + 11) go to label C 
R;+,, R,,,,...,R,=O 
label D Z,( J> = R, 
K=K-D,[AD(R,_,+l)+R,] 
next i 
next J. (A5) 
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At this stage, it is possible to determine ,X( I,. 1) according to (3.13). As indicated in the text, 
.%?(I, J) is symmetric in its arguments and is required only where (3.18) is satisfied. Conse- 
quently, for J 2 I, X( I, J) will be stored in a one dimensional array by arranging the terms 
according to increasing 1, then J. This ordering gives rise to an address of the form AK(I) + J 
where for I = 1, 2,. . . , D(M/2 + l), AK(I) is given by 
I-1 
AK(I)= c D[M-Z,(K).+l] -(K-l) -(1-l). 
i 1 
(A6) 
K=l 
It follows that the array for the storage of X need be of length I, where 
I,= c D[M-z,(zc)+1] -(K-l). 
K=l 
The routine for generating the required X’s can now be written as 
(A71 
AK(l) = 0 
loop J from 1 to D( M + 1) 
X(J)=J 
next J 
loop I from 2 to D( M/2 + 1) 
AK(I)=AK(I-l)+D[M-Z,(Z-1)+11-(1-l) 
loop J from 1 to D[ M - Z,( 1) + 11 
A = Z,(I) + Z,(J) 
C=D(A)+l 
loop i from 2 to n 
B=A 
A = Z;(I) + Z;(J) 
C= C+D,[AD(B+ l)+A] 
next i 
X[AK(I)+J]=C 
next J 
next I. (A@ 
The routines presented here can be strung together to obtain a compact routine which 
computes the addressing arrays D, Z and X appropriate to power series in n variables 
truncated at order M using the weights w,, w2,. . . , w,,. 
Appendix B 
As an example of the determination of special functions of power series, a routine for 
computing h(x) = sin[ f( x)] and g(x) = cos[f( x)] by using (4.6) and (4.7) is presented in this 
appendix. The development of this routine follows the development of the quotient routine [i.e. 
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(4.5)] so closely that little further need be said here save the presentation of the routine itself: 
h(l) = sin[f(l)] 
g(l) = coU(l>l 
loop 1 from 2 to D( M + 1) 
f(l) =f(l)* Z,(l) 
h(l) =f(l)* g(l) 
g(l) =f(I)* h(l) 
next I 
loop N from 1 to M 
loop I from 2 to D( N/2 + 1) 
if [2 * Z,(I) # N] go to label A 
add g(I)*f(I) to h{X[AK(Z)+I]} 
add h(l)*f(l) to g{y[AK(Z)+I]} 
1oopJfrom I+1 toD[N-Z,(I)+11 
add gU)*f(J)+g(J)*fU) to WfWW+Jl~ 
add h(I)*f(J)+h(J)*f(Z) to g{X[AK(l)+.J]} 
next J 
go to label B 
label A loop J from D[N - Z,(I)] + 1 to D[N - Z,(I) + l] 
add gU)*f(J)+dJ)*fU) to WfWV)+Jl~ 
add h(Z)*f(J)+h(J)*f(I) to g{A’“[AK(I)+J]} 
next J 
label B next I 
loop I from D(N) + 1 to D(N + 1) 
h(l) = h(l)/N 
g(l) = -g(l)/N 
next I 
next N 
loop I from 2 to D( M + 1) 
f(l) =f(I)/Z,(0 
next I. W) 
This routine temporarily replaces f by f * and overwrites g and h by cos( f) and sin( f ), 
respectively. Notice that only about twice the number of operations required by the product and 
quotient routines are required here. 
Appendix C 
In this appendix, the routines presented in (5.17) and (5.20) are modified so that the references 
to KY and .%, are of the required form. These modifications are analogous to the transforma- 
tion from (4.1) to (4.2). For (5.17), the routine (which is executed only when N < M/2) can be 
broken into two sections. The first section involves operating with terms of the form Ytjr,C~, 
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where we r = w. s = N, to generate x where 1 . a = 2 and w. t = 2N. This section involves 
looping over Z, J, K and L and computing rf * YE. To utilise the symmetry, there are four cases 
to consider: 2{ Y:YE + Y;“Y,‘} where Z > K and J > L, 2{ YfY/} where J > L, 2{ Y:YJK} where 
Z > K and Y: Y/. The second section involves terms of the form YpYS’/ where 1 . a > 1, w . r = N( 1 
. a) and w. s = N. It follows that these terms can be handled by a routine of the form of (5.17). 
The modified version of (5.17) can be written as 
if [N > M/2] skip this section 
loop Z from 2 to m + 1 
if [V(Z) > N] go to label B 
loop J from D,(N) + 1 to D,( N + 1) 
add Y[AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(Z)+J] 
to Y{ KY[AK,(Z) + I] +-x,,[AK,,( J) + J]} 
loop K from 2 to Z - 1 
if [V(K) > N] go to label A 
add2*Y[AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(K)+J] 
to Y{ KY[AK,(K) + I] +.X?,[AKJ J) + J]} 
loop L from D,(N)+1 to J- 1 
add2*{Y [AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L]+Y[AY(Z)+L]*Y[AY(K)+J]} 
to Y{ KY[AK,(K) + I] +X,,,[AK,( L) + J]} 
next L 
label A next K 
loop L from D,(N)+1 to J- 1 
add2*Y[AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(Z)+L] 
to Y{ KY[AK,(Z) + I] +.XJAK,( L) + J]} 
next L 
next J 
label B next Z 
loop Z from m + 2 to Oi( M/N + 1) 
if [V(Z) > N * Z,(Z)] go to label E 
loop J from D,[ N * Z,(Z)] + 1 to D,[ N * Z,(Z) + I] 
Y[AY(Z)+J]= Y[AY(Z)+J]/Z,(Z) 
if [N* Z,(Z)> M- N] go to label D 
loop K from 2 to m + 1 
if [V(K) > N] go to label C 
loop L from D,,(N) + 1 to D,( N + 1) 
add Y[AY(Z)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L] 
to Y{ KY[AK,(K) + Z] +-,,,{ AK,( L) + J]} 
next L 
label C next K 
label D next J 
label E next I. (Cl) 
It is also necessary to make similar modifications to (5.20). In this case, the modifications are 
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made in a direct fashion and the new routine closely resembles the original. The new version of 
(5.20) takes the following form: 
if [N = urni,] skip this section 
loop I from Or[( A4 - N)/u,~, + l] down to 2 
A = min[NP * Z,(I),M- N] 
if [V(I) > A] go to label G 
loop J from D,[ V( I)] + 1 to D,[ A + 11 
loop K from 2 to Ot{ [ M - Z,( J)]/N + 1) 
if [V(K) > N * Z,(K)] go to label F 
if [K>,I] then B=KY[AK,(I)+K]else B=KY[AK,(K)+I] 
LL = D,[N * Z,(K)] + 1 
LU=D,[N*Z,(K)+l] 
loop L from LL to min( LU, J) 
add Y[AY(I)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L] to Y{B+Xw.[AK,,(L)+J]} 
next L 
loop L from max( LL, J + 1) to LU 
add Y[AY(I)+J]*Y[AY(K)+L] to Y{B+.Xw[AK,(J)+L]} 
next L 
label F next K 
next J 
label G next I. ((3) 
The implementation of these two routines, i.e. (Cl) and (C2), is discussed further in appendix 
D. 
Appendix D 
The routines discussed in section 5.4 are presented here, in detail. To begin, consider the 
process described in the first half of section 5.4. The routine associated with (5.21) can be written 
as 
loop L from 1 to D,( A4 + 1) 
F(L)=%?(L) 
next L 
loop I from 2 to Or ( M/u,, + 1) 
if [V(I) > M] go to label Q 
LU=D,[M- V(I)+11 
JL = D,[ V( I)] + 1 
loop L from 1 to min( JL - 1, LU) 
loop J from JL to D,[M - Zi,( L) + l] 
add Y[AY(I)+J]*~[AR(I)+L] to F{2QAK(L)+J]) 
next J 
next L 
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loop L from JL to min[ LU, D,( M/2 + l)] 
add Y[AY(Z)+L]*9(AR(Z)+L] to F{&[AK(L)+L]} 
loop J from L + 1 to D,[M - Z,(L) + l] 
add {Y[AY(Z)+J]*S’[AR(Z)+L]+ Y[AY(Z)+L]*&‘[AR(Z)+J]} 
to F{ zW[AK( L) + J]} 
next J 
next L 
label Q next I. (Dl) 
The routine for the automation of (5.22) is very similar to (Dl)l. In this routine, Y,,~ is stored 
in Y;r which using (2.16) can be seen to be stored in Y[A Y(m + 2 -j) +A(r)]. Furthermore, in 
this routine only coefficients of a given order are determined so that some sections resemble 
sections of (4.5). It is clear upon comparison with 9; that Pji can be stored in a two 
dimensional array addressed by j and AR( 1) + L. The resulting routine takes the following 
form: 
loop j from 1 to m 
A=AY(m+2-j) 
loop L from D,( N + 1) + 1 to D,( N + 2) 
Y[A + L] = P,(L) 
next L 
loop Z from 2 to 01[( N + l)/umi, + l] 
if [V(I) > N + I] go to label S 
LU= D,[N+ 2 - V(1)] 
JL=D,[V(Z)]+l 
if [Z,(Z) = l] then LL = 2 else LL = 1 
loop L from LL to min( JL - 1, LU) 
loop J from D,[N + 1 - Z,(L)] + 1 to D,,[ N + 2 - Z,(L)] 
add Y[AY(Z)+J]* P,[AR(Z)+L] to Y{A +A?,,[AK,,(L)+J]} 
next J 
next L 
loop L from JL to min{ LU, D,[( N + 1)/2 + 11) 
if[2*Z,,(L)#N+l]gotolabelQ 
add Y[AY(Z)+L]* P,[AR(Z)+L] to Y{A +zw[AK,,(L)+L]} 
loop J from L + 1 to D,[N + 1 - Z,(L) + l] 
add{Y[AY(Z)+J]*Pj[AR(Z)+L]+Y[AY(Z)+L]*~,[AR(Z)+J]} 
to Y{ A +3?JAK(L) + J]} 
next J 
go to label R 
label Q loop J from D,[ N + 1 - Z,(L)] + 1 to D,[ N + 2 - Z,(L)] 
add {Y[AY(Z)+J]*P,[AR(Z)+L]+ Y[AY(Z)+L]*P,[AR(Z)+J]} 
to Y{ A +XJAK,( L) + J]} 
next J 
label R next L 
label S next Z 
next j. (JW 
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Together with the routines of Appendix C, these routines contain the details for the automa- 
tion of (5.3) and (5.5) which can now be written as 
(D3) 
(D4) 
copy y,,, into Y,CJ j = 1, 2,. . . , m and w. r < M 
loop N from u,,,~,, to M 
if [D,(N) = D,( N + l)] go to label T 
generate Nu using (Cl) 
generate NY using (C2) 
NP=N 
label T next N 
determine F, using (Dl) 
and 
copy PJ", into Y> j = 1, 2,. . . , m and we e = umin 
loop N from umin to M - 1 
if [D,(N) = D,( N + 1)] go to label V 
generate Nu using (Cl) 
generate NY using (C2) 
NP=N 
label V if [ D,( N + 1) = D,( N + 2)] go to label W 
determine y,,, of order N + 1 using (D2) 
label W next N, 
respectively. Considering their versatility and power, these routines [i.e. (D3) and (D4)] have a 
remarkably simple structure. 
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